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Dark energy coupled with dark matter in viscous fluid
cosmology

I. Brevik • V. V. Obukhov • A. V. Timoshkin

Abstract

We investigate cosmological models with two inter-
acting fluids: dark energy and dark matter in flat
Friedmann-Robertson-Walker universe. The interac-
tion between dark energy and dark matter is described
in terms of the parameters present in the inhomoge-
neous equation of state when allowance is made for bulk
viscosity, for the Little Rip, the Pseudo Rip, and the
bounce universes. We obtain analytic representation for
characteristic properties in these cosmological models,
in particular the bulk viscosity ζ = ζ(H, t) as function
of Hubble parameter and time. We discuss the correc-
tions of thermodynamical parameters in the equations
of state due coupling between the viscous fluid and dark
matter. Some common properties of these corrections
are elucidated.

Keywords dark energy, dark matter, viscous cosmol-
ogy

1 Introduction

The appearance of new cosmological models is con-
nected with the discovery of the accelerated expan-
sion of the universe. Cosmic acceleration can be in-
troduced via dark energy or via modification of grav-
ity; cf. Nojiri and Odintsov (2011). Recently, a gen-
eral review of dark energy was given in Bamba et al.
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(2012). Dark energy should have strong negative pres-

sure and can be characterized by an equation of state

parameter w = p/ρ, where ρ is the dark energy den-
sity and p is the dark pressure known to be neg-

ative. According to present observational data the

value of w is w = −1.04+0.09
−0.10; cf. Nakamura et al.

(2010). There exist various cosmological scenarios for
the evolution of the universe, called the Big Rip; cf.

Caldwell et al. (2011); Nojiri and Odintsov (2004), the

Little Rip; cf. Frampton et al. (2011); Brevik et al.

(2011); Frampton et al. (2012), the Pseudo Rip; cf.

Frampton et al. (2012a), the Quasi Rip; cf. Wei et al.
(2012), and the bounce cosmology; cf. Novello and Perez Bergliatta

(2008); Bamba et al. (2013); Cai et al. (2011). Cosmo-

logical models that treat dark energy and dark matter

as imperfect fluids with unusual equation of state are
considered in Nojiri and Odintsov (2005, 2006), where

viscous fluids are just one particular case. Note that

the case of a nonviscous (ideal) fluid is an idealized

model useful in practice in many instances but in some

situations incorrect. It is necessary to take into account
viscosity effects when considering turbulence effects; cf.

Brevik et al. (2012) or other realistic situations. From

a hydrodynamic viewpoint the viscosity effect describes

the deviation of the system from thermal equilibrium
to the first order. The influence of the bulk viscosity

in the cosmic fluid plays an important role in the Big

Rip phenomenon; cf. Brevik et al. (2006); Nojiri et al.

(2005a) or in type II, III and IV Rip singularities; cf.

Nojiri et al. (2005a); Brevik et al. (2010). The Little
Rip and the Pseudo Rip phenomena, and the bounce

cosmology considered as an inhomogeneous nonviscous

dark fluid coupled with dark matter, are considered

in Brevik et al. (2013, 2014). Cosmological models in
which the modification of gravity is described in terms

of a viscous fluid are explored in Myrzakul et al. (2014);

Myrzakulov and Sebastiani (2014).
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The aim of this article is to obtain analytical rep-

resentations of the cosmological models induced by an
inhomogeneous viscous fluid coupled with dark mat-

ter. This realizes the Little Rip, the Pseudo Rip and

the bounce scenarios via the thermodynamic parameter

w(ρ) and the bulk viscosity in flat FRW space-time.

2 Viscous cosmologies coupled with dark

matter

We consider a universe filled with two interacting fluid

components: one dark energy component and one

dark matter component in a spatially flat Friedmann-

Robertson-Walker metric with scale factor a. The back-
ground equations; cf. Nojiri and Odintsov (2011), are







ρ̇+ 3H(p+ ρ) = −Q,

ρ̇m + 3H(pm + ρm) = Q,

Ḣ = −k2

2 (p+ ρ+ pm + ρm),

(1)

where H = ȧ/a is the Hubble parameter and k2 = 8πG,

G being Newton’s gravitational constant. Further, p, ρ

and pm, ρm are the pressure and the energy density of

dark energy and dark matter correspondingly, and Q
is the interaction term between dark energy and dark

matter. A dot denotes derivative with respect to cosmic

time t.

Friedmann’s equation for the Hubble parameter; cf.
Nojiri and Odintsov (2011), is

H2 =
k2

3
(ρ+ ρm). (2)

We will now explore various cosmological models in

which viscosity is coupled with dark matter.

2.1 Little Rip model

Little Rip cosmology is characterized by an energy den-

sity ρ increasing with time but in an asymptotic sense,

so that an infinite time is required to reach the singu-
larity. It corresponds to an equation-of-state parameter

w < −1, but w → −1 asymptotically. This a soft vari-

ant of future singularity theory.

First example.

Let us consider the Little Rip model when the Hub-

ble parameter has the form, cf. Frampton et al. (2012),

H = H0e
λt, H0 > 0, λ > 0, (3)

where H0 = H(0), t = 0 denoting present time.

We will in the following assume dark matter to be
dust matter, so that pm = 0. The gravitational equa-
tion of dark matter thus reduces to

ρ̇m + 3Hρm = Q. (4)

We take the same coupling as in Nojiri and Odintsov

(2011),

Q = δHρm, (5)

where δ is a positive nondimensional constant. The
solution of Eq. (4) for dark matter is

ρm(t) = ρ̃0 exp

(

δ − 3

λ
H

)

, (6)

where ρ̃0 is an integration constant. If δ is small (< 3),
ρm → 0 when t → ∞.

Let us consider the situation where the equation of
state for the viscous fluid has the following inhomoge-

neous form; cf. Myrzakul et al. (2014)

p = w(ρ)ρ − 3Hζ(H), (7)

where ζ(H) is the bulk viscosity, dependent on the Hub-
ble parameter. On thermodynamical grounds, one must
have ζ(H) ≥ 0.

We now choose the thermodynamical (equation-of-
state) parameterw(ρ) to have the form; cf. Myrzakul et al.

(2014)

w(ρ) = A0ρ
α−1 − 1, (8)

where A0 6= 0 and α ≥ 1 are constants. Taking into
account Eqs. (2,3,7,8) we the obtain the gravitational
equation of motion for the dark energy

6H3

k2
− ρ̇m + 3H [A0ρ

α − 3Hζ(H)] = −δHρm. (9)

From this equation we obtain an expression for the bulk
viscosity in the form

ζ(H) =
2

3

λ

k2
+

1

3H
(ρm +A0ρ

α). (10)

The first term to the right in this expression is a con-
stant; the second contains the contribution from the
coupling.

In the limit t → ∞, H → ∞ exponentially, as does
the density ρ which is essentially proportional to H2

according to Eq. (2). Thus the second term to the right

in Eq. (10) goes to infinity in this limit.
Thus, we have formulated Little Rip cosmology the-

ory in terms of the bulk viscosity concept, taking into
account an interaction term Q between dark energy and
dark matter.
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Second example.

Next, we will consider another Little Rip model
where the Hubble parameter takes the form

H = H0 exp(Ceλt), (11)

where H0, C and λ are positive constants. We see that
in this case the parameterH(t) increases much stronger
with time than what was the case in Eq. (3).

We take the interaction term Q to have the same
form (5) as before, and consider the asymptotic for low
values of t, implying eλt ≈ 1 + λt.

Solving the gravitational equation of motion (4) for
dark matter, we find

ρm(t) = ρ̃0 exp

(

C̃
δ − 3

λ
H

)

. (12)

Here ρ̃0 is an integration constant and we have defined
C̃ = C−1eC .

We keep the same form (8) for the dark energy
thermodynamical parameter w(ρ) in Eq. (7) as before.
Then we obtain from the gravitational equation of mo-
tion (9) for dark energy

ζ(H, t) =
2Cλ

3k2
eλt +

A0ρ
α

3H
+

ρm
3H

[

δ

3
(1 − eC) + eC+λt

]

.

(13)

This concludes our second variant of a bulk viscosity
Little Rip model.

2.2 Pseudo Rip model

In Pseudo Rip cosmology the Hubble parameter tends
to the cosmological constant in the remote future. That
means, the universe approaches a de Sitter space. We
will now analyze this model in analogy with the above
Little Rip model.

First example.

Let us suppose that the Hubble parameter has the
form; cf. Frampton et al. (2012)

H = H0 −H1 exp(−λ̃t), (14)

where H0, H1 and λ̃ are positive constants, H0 >
H1, t > 0. For low values of t we have H → H0 −H1,
and in the late-time universe H → H0. The Hubble
parameter approaches a constant.

Taking the interaction between dark energy and dark
matter to have the form (5), we find as solution of the
gravitational equation (4)

ρm(t) = ρ̃0 exp

[

(δ − 3)

(

H0t−
H −H0

λ̃

)]

, (15)

where ρ̃0 is an integration constant.
If the thermodynamical parameter w(ρ) has the form

(8) we obtain from Eq. (9) the following expression for

the bulk viscosity:

ζ(H, t) =
2λ̃

3k2

(

H0

H
− 1

)

+
1

3H
(ρm +A0ρ

α). (16)

The bulk viscosity contains the coupling, as before.

Second example.

This example considers a cosmological model with
asymptotic de Sitter evolution.

The Hubble parameter is taken in the form; cf.

Frampton et al. (2012)

H =
xf√
3

[

1−
(

1− x0

xf

)

exp

(

−
√
3At

2xf

)]

, (17)

where x0 =
√
ρ0 corresponds to the present energy den-

sity, xf is a finite quantity, and A is a positive (dimen-

sional) constant. When t → ∞ the Hubble parameter

H → xf/
√
3, and the expression (17) tends asymptoti-

cally to the de Sitter solution. When t → 0, we obtain

H → x0/
√
3.

For the energy density of dark matter we find

ρm(t) = ρ̃0 exp

{

(δ − 3)
xf√
3

[

t+
2xf√
3A

[

1−
√
3

xf
H

)]}

,

(18)

where ρ̃0 is an integration constant.

If we repeat the above procedure again, we obtain

the following expression for the bulk viscosity in this
model:

ζ(H, t) =
A

3k2H

(

1−
√
3

xf
H

)

+
1

3H
(ρm +A0ρ

α). (19)

Thus we see that, unlike the case where only a dark
energy is involved, the interaction between dark energy

and dark matter in the gravitational equations leads to

corrections in the bulk viscosity.

2.3 Bounce cosmology

There have appeared several papers discussing the pos-

sibility of a matter bounce cosmology in the early

universe; cf. Novello and Perez Bergliatta (2008);
Bamba et al. (2013); Cai et al. (2011). In this model

the universe goes from an era of accelerated collapse

to the expanding era without displaying a singularity.
This is essentially a cyclic universe model. After the
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bounce the universe soon enters a matter-dominated

expansion phase. In the following we will study cosmo-
logical models of basically this type.

Exponential model.

Let us consider a bounce cosmological model for

which the scale factor a is given in exponential form;

cf. Myrzakulov and Sebastiani (2014):

a(t) = a0 exp
[

β(t− t0)
2n
]

, (20)

where α0, β are positive (dimensional) constants, n ∈
N , and t0 the fixed bounce time. The Hubble parame-

ter behaves as

H(t) = 2nβ(t− t0)
2n−1. (21)

When t < t0, the scale factor decreases and there oc-
curs a contraction of the universe. At t = t0 when

a0 = a(t0), the bounce takes place. After the bounce,

when t > t0, the scale factor increases and the universe

expands.

We choose the coupling with dark matter to have the
same form (5) as before. Then we find from Eq. (4) the

energy density for dark matter

ρm(t) = ρ̃0 exp

[

(δ − 3)

2n
H(t)(t− t0)

]

, (22)

where ρ̃0 is an integration constant.

If the equation of state for the fluid has the form
(7) and the thermodynamical parameter w(ρ) is as in

Eq. (8), we obtain the following expression for the bulk

viscosity for the bounce solution:

ζ(H, t) =
2(2n− 1)

3k2(t− t0)
+

1

3H
(A0ρ

α + ρm). (23)

This solution also contains the coupling correction.

Power-law model.

Now we will analyze the bounce cosmological sce-
nario when the scale factor has the following form; cf.

Myrzakulov and Sebastiani (2014):

a(t) = a0 + β(t− t0)
2n, (24)

where as before α0, β are dimensional constants, n ∈ N ,

and t = t0 is the fixed bounce time.
The Hubble parameter becomes

H(t) =
2nβ(t− t0)

2n−1

a0 + β(t− t0)2n
. (25)

If the assumptions (5), (7), (8) are fulfilled, the solu-

tion of the energy conservation law (4) for dark matter
becomes

ρm(t) = ρ̃0[a(t)]
δ−3. (26)

Then we obtain from the gravitational equation of mo-

tion (9):

ζ(H, t) =
2

3k2

(

2n− 1

t− t0
−H

)

+
1

3H
(ρm +A0ρ

α). (27)

This is the bulk viscosity, corresponding to the power-

law model.

3 Remarks

It is possible to rewrite the expressions for the bulk
viscosity in Section 2 in the following general form:

ζ(H, t) = ζ0(H, t) +
1

3H
{[w(ρ) + 1]ρ+ ρm} . (28)

Here the first term is connected with the specific model;

the second term contains the coupling correction and

depends also on the choice of thermodynamical param-

eter.

The Little Rip, Pseudo Rip, and bounce cosmolog-
ical models may be related to each other via the bulk

viscosity concept. As an example, we may consider the

following transactions:

If we choose in Eq. (10) the parameter λ to be
λ = (2n − 1)/(t − t0) and choose in Eq. (21) β =

H0

2n

[

exp[t/(t−t0)]
t−t0

]2n−1

, we obtain an expression which

describes the possible transition from the Little Rip

model to the bounce model. Analogously, by choos-
ing λ̃

(H0/H1) exp(λ̃t)−1
= 2n−1

t−t0
in Eq. (16) and β =

H0−H1 exp(−λ̃t)
2n(t−t0)2n−1 in Eq. (21), we find the possible tran-

sition from the Pseudo Rip to the bounce model.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we have studied examples of Little Rip,

Pseudo Rip, and bounce cosmology, described in flat

Friedmann-Robertson-Walker spacetime when the cos-

mic fluid is viscous and is coupled with dark matter.
We have found corrections in the thermodynamical pa-

rameter, and to the bulk viscosity, in the equation of

state for the dark energy.

It should be mentioned that there are common prop-
erties of the corrections present in these models. Thus

∆ζm(H, t) = ρm/(3H) represents the correction to the
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bulk viscosity from the coupling. Further, ∆ζρ(H, t) =

(A0/3H)ρα is related to the choice of thermodynamical
parameter w(ρ) in the equation of state.

From a general perspective this paper may be consid-

ered as inhomogeneous cosmic fluid theory with change-

able thermodynamical parameter w coupled to dark
matter Elizalde et al. (2014), applied to the Little Rip,

the Pseudo Rip, and the bounce phenomena.

It is known, cf. Nojiri and Odintsov (2011), that

a viscous fluid may be understood also as a modified

gravity model, for instance of the F (R) type. It is
moreover known that F (R) gravity may provide a uni-

fication of early-time inflation with a special version of

dark energy, as was proposed by Nojiri and Odintsov

(2003), or with the nonlinear model proposed by
Nojiri and Odintsov (2008). Having that in mind, we

expect that there is a natural possibility to unify these

epochs with inflation in an extended viscous model.

This will be considered elsewhere.
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